A list of books relating to flower painting
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Short-title entries: full entry in the bibliography

A VERY Proper Treatise, wherein is briefly sett forthe the arte of limming, which teacheth
the order in drawing [and] tracing of letters, vinets, flowers, armes and imagery...
Imprinted at London: In Flete strete within temple Barre at the signe of the Hande [and]
starre by Richard Tottill, An. 1573 [and later editions].

ACADEMY OF ARTS, of (sic) Universal Drawing Master: exhibiting the principles of art, as
practised by the greatest masters, in subjects adapted to youth of both sexes; containing
designs, in the manner of chalk and of indian ink, of heads, figures, historical compositions,
landscapes, cattle, horses, birds, flowers, perspective, architecture, &c. &c.
for C.Taylor, No 8, Dyers Buildings, Holborn; I. Taylor, opposite Great Turnstile, Holborn;
and W. Nicoll, St Paul's Churchyard. 1783.

ACKERMANN, Rudolph. Flower Groups. Pub. by R. Ackermann 96 Strand. 1798.

ACKERMANN, Rudolph. Flowers: A series of thirty studies from nature, drawn on stone
and printed at R. Ackermann's Lithographic Press.
R. Ackermann. c1820.

ALDER, W. A New and Complete Drawing Book of Flowers: Containing Familiar and Easy
Instructions for...Drawing and Colouring...also, Directions for Mixing the Colours and
Producing the Various Tints.
Jacques and Wright. 1823.

ANDREWS, James. Progressive Drawing Book of Flowers, for beginners... drawn and
coloured after nature.
Charles Tilt. 1830. [and later editions].

ANDREWS, James. Lessons in Flower Painting. A series of easy and progressive studies,
drawn and coloured after nature. Complete in six parts.
London: Charles Tilt. Thomas Wardle, Philadelphia. [1835].

ANDREWS, James. The Parterre; or, the beauties of flora. With twelve highly-finished
drawings by J. Andrews.
Tilt & Bogue. 1842.

ANDREWS, James. The Art of Flower Painting, in easy lessons; with directions for
preparing the tints, and examples of each subject in various stages, drawn and coloured from
nature.
Tilt and Bogue, Fleet Street [1842]

ANDREWS, James. Floral Tableaux, drawn and coloured. With poetical illustrations.
David Bogue, Fleet Street, late Tilt and Bogue, 1847.

BAPTISTE. A New Book of Flowers.
“New and Curious Drawing Books, Six Leaves in each, are sold at Sixpence each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

BARTHOLOMEW, Valentine. A Selection of Flowers Adapted Principally for Students.
Rodwell & Martin. [August 1821- November 1822].

BARTHOLOMEW, Valentine. A Selection of Flowers Adapted Principally for Students,
drawn on stone by V. Bartholomew.
J. Dickinson, 114 New Bond Street... C. Hullmandel’s Lithography. 1822.

BARTHOLOMEW, Valentine. [Groups of Flowers].
Dobbs and Co. [1823].

[BOGUE, David pub.] Manual of Painting in Water-Colours including Landscape,
Miniature, Flower Painting &c.
David Bogue. 1854

BOUCHER, François. Boucher’s Figures, in four prints, neatly engraved by P. Angier. 1.
The Female Gardener. 2. A Market Woman. 3. The young Housewife. 4. The Marmotte Boy.
A new Book of Flowers.
“New and Curious Drawing Books, Six Leaves in each, are sold at Sixpence each.” Sayer &
Bennett, 1775.

BOUTET, Claude. The Art of Painting in Miniature: teaching the speedy and perfect
acquisition of that art without a master. .... IV. The Art of Painting all Sorts of Flowers, with
the proper Colours required to represent Nature to the highest Perfection.
printed for J. Hodges, at the Looking-Glass on London-Bridge, J. James at Horace’s Head,
under the Royal-Exchange, and T. Cooper, at the Globe in Pater-Noster Row, 1739. [and
later editions].

BOWLES, Carington. The Whole Art of Painting in Water-Colours; exemplified in
landscapes, flowers, &c. together with instructions for painting on glass and in crayons:
explained in a full and familiar manner. With particular directions for preparing the colours,
agreeable to the practice of the most eminent masters. By the author of the Artists Assistant.
printed for T. Kitchin, engraver, and Co. Published as the act directs, 1st May 1773. [and
later editions]

BOWLES, Carington. Bowles's Compleat Drawing-Book, containing an extensive collection
of examples in all variety of subjects, for the improvement of youth, in the pleasant and
useful Art of Drawing, ... III. Designs in sea pieces; many examples in horses, cattle, fowls
and flowers, after the best masters in each subject. To which are annexed, Introductory
Rules for the Use of Learners with an account of the Instruments and Materials used in
Drawing.
printed for Carington Bowles, 1773. [and later editions].

BOWLES, John. Flora, or a Curious Collection of ye most Beautiful Flowers as they appear
in their greatest perfection each month of the Year.
printed for John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhill, 1749.

BRANSTON, Charles. Elegant Arts for Ladies: comprising bead work, ... flower painting...
Ward and Lock, S. Straker & Son's Steam Printing Works, 80, Bishopsgate Street, Within,
1856.

BROOKSHAW, George. A New Treatise on Flower Painting, or every lady her own drawing
master: containing familiar and easy instructions for acquiring a perfect knowledge of
drawing flowers with accuracy and taste: also complete directions for producing the various
tints.
Longman, Hurst, Rees, &c. 1816. [later editions, and supplement].

BROOKSHAW, George. Groups of Flowers, drawn and accurately coloured after nature,
with full directions for the young artist; designed as a companion to the Treatise on Flower
Painting.
for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, & Brown... and John Lepard... by Augustus Applegarth and
Henry Mitton. 1817. [and later edition].

[BROWN, G.?] A New Treatise on Flower Painting: containing the most familiar and easy
instructions; with directions how to mix the various tints, and obtain a complete knowledge
by practice alone.
printed for the author; and sold by Hookham and Carpenter, Bond-Street, and G. Brown,
Opposite Colvill’s Nursery, King’s-Road, 1797.

BURBIDGE, Frederick W.T. The Art of Botanical Drawing. With twenty engravings
designed by the author.
Winsor and Newton. 1872.

BURBIDGE, Frederick W.T. The Principles of Drawing Flowers and Plants. With twenty
engravings designed by the author.
Winsor & Newton. 1890.

BURGESS, John Cart. A Practical Essay on the Art of Flower Painting, comprehending
instructions in the drawing, chiaro-scuro, choice, composition, coloring, and execution or
finishing of flowers; together with general observations and directions; and accounts of the
lives and works of eminent flower painters.
Printed for the author, by D. Jaques, 30, Lower Sloane Street; and sold by Ebers, 23, Old
Bond Street; Hatchard, 190, Piccadilly ..., 1811.

BURGIS, John. Myrianthea, or Numberless Groups of Changeable Flowers, intended to
teach... the art of composing, drawing, and colouring Groups of Flowers... to which is added
the Method of imitating Bronze Vases, Shading and Varnishing Gold Ornaments.
J. Burgis. c1825.

CHANTRY, Robert (attrib.). The Pleasant Garden or a Booke of severall sorts & sizes of
most rare, sweet, delightfull Flowers & Slips exactly Drawn & excellently engraven being ye

5th Part of the View of the Creation: They are Printed, Coloured & are to be sold, by Ro
Walton at ye Globe & Compasses on ye North side of St Paules as also ye other :"

COLLING, James K. Art Foliage, for sculpture and decoration; with an analysis of geometric
form; and studies from nature, of buds, leaves, flowers, and fruit.
Published by the author, 150, Hampstead Road, N.W., 1865. [and later].

The COMPLETE GUIDE Guide to the Fine Arts: containing instructions in the art of
drawing, oil colour painting, water colour painting, perspective, flower painting, miniature
painting, oriental tinting, crayon painting, lithographic drawing, engraving on wood and
copper, sketching from nature, etc, etc. Valuable recipes, etc.
W. Brittain. 1841.

[CRABB, Thomas] pub. A Treatise on the Art of Drawing: containing directions for
drawing separate parts of the human figure, and proportions of the human body, taken from
Apollo Pythius, and Venus de Medicis: the distribution of light and shade; the effects of the
passions; flowers, fruits, birds, landscapes, buildings, &c. To which is added, a System of
Colours, whereby any person may make their own colours without the aid of a master.
Richard Edwards for Thomas Crabb. [1814].

DARLY, M. (pub.). A New Book of Flowers. 5 plates dated 1764.

DELACOUR, William. Six Prints of Posies, or branches of curious flowers, drawn after
nature... most of them of their proper sizes, adapted either for ornament, or the amusement of
ladies in drawing or needlework.
R. Sayer. c1780.

DELACOUR, William. Eight Beautiful Groups of Natural Flowers in outlines by De La
Cour, proper to draw from; or amuse those who choose to colour from nature, for which
purpose they are immediately adapted.
Printed for Robt Sayer No 53 in Fleet Street & Jno Smith No 35 in Cheapside. Published as
the act directs Feb 1st 1772.

DELARAM, Francis.
The [First] Booke of Flowers. A booke of flowers, fruicts, birds and flies exactly
drawne, with their true colours lively described.
F.D. London, G. Humble. c1620. [and later].
The Second Booke of Flowers [by William Simpson].
The second booke of flowers, fruicts, birds and flies exactly drawne.

And are to bee sold by George Humble at ye white horse in Popes head Ally. c1635.
[and later].
The Therd Booke of Flowers, fruicts, birds and flies exactly drawne. With additions
by J. Dunstall.
P. Stent. c1661. [and later].

DENNIS, Henry James. Model Drawing or, drawing from objects. 3. Freehand series--plants
and flowers.
Blackie & Son Ltd, c1890.

DRAWING BOOK. Every Youth’s Drawing Book: containing the Whole Art of Drawing,
the Principles of Perspective; with clear and ample instructions for portrait, flower,
miniature, and landscape painting, in oil and water colours; engraving on wood, casting,
medalling, bronzing, mezzotint scraping, modelling, etc. Illustrated with above 60
engravings on wood and copper. Published by W. Wilton, 245, High Holborn, 1828.

DUFFIELD, Mrs William. The Art of Flower Painting.
Winsor and Newton, 38, Rathbone Place, Artists' Colour Makers, by special appointment, to
Her Majesty, and to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 1856. [and later editions].

DUNSTALL, John. A Book of Flowers and Fruits drawn after the life by John Dunstall of
London, and lately etch'd and graven by the same author. Composed for learners to draw by.
And may serve also for others which have use of things in this nature.
printed and sold by P. Stent. 1663.

DUNSTALL, John. A New Book of Flowers, Beasts, Birds, invented and drawn wholly by J.
Dunstal.
J. Overton. c1673.

DUNSTALL, John. Vegetabilium liber, animaliumque diversorum; delineatus et in aes
incisus; per Johannen Dunstallum Londini. Or, a Booke of Flowers Fruits, Birds, Beastes,
Flys, and Wormes. Drawn and composed into a new method with the addition of many
things lately invented, etch'd and graven, by John Dunstall.
P. Stent. 1663.

DUNSTALL, John. A View of the Creation. see drawing-copy sheets from this work

EDWARDS, John. A Collection of Flowers drawn after nature and disposed in an

ornamental & picturesque manner.
[London, 1797]

EDWARDS, W.H. The Young Artist's Guide to Flower Drawing, and Painting in Water
Colours. With instructions and examples.
Published by J. Watson, 7, Vere Street, Bond Street, 1820.

ELDRIDGE, W. [Drawing book of] flowers. ? plates.
R. Ackermann. c1840.

ELEMENTARY Flower Painting. With eight coloured plates.
Cassell and Company, Limited. [1887].

EVERARD, Anne. Flowers from Nature, with the botanical name, class, and order; and
instructions for copying. Lithographed and coloured from drawings.
Joseph Dickinson. 1835.

EXERCISES IN COLOURING FLOWERS.
Leipzig: Friedrich Fleischer; London: Joseph Meyers & Co., c1880.

FAVART, Emile (pseud. for Thomas William Hammond). Flowers and Plants from Nature.
60 plates in two volumes.
Nottingham. R.T. Mounteney. [1879-80].

FERTE & HUNTER, B. A Book of Progressive Flower Lessons.
Ackermann. c1800.

FERTE & SCHUTZ. Four Additional Flower Lessons.
Ackermann. c1800.

FERTE. Flowers. a Series of 30 Studies from Nature, drawn on stone, and printed at R.
Ackermann’s Lithographic Press, in five parts, each containing six Designs, on royal folio.
7s. 6d. each part.

FERTE. A Book of Flower Lessons, in eight plates, with French and English Instructions.
Coloured, 1l. 1s.

FLORIST, The. Or, Poetical Nosegay and Drawing Book. Containing 24 copper plates,
neatly engraved, with a descriptive moral poem to each, to which is annexed their botanical
description with full directions for colouring them as also for mixing of water colours in
general.
S. Hooper. 1775 [and later editions].

THE FLOWER-GARDEN DISPLAY’D, in above four hundred curious representations of the
most beautiful flowers.... Very Useful. Not only for the Curious in Gardening, but the Prints
likewise for Painters, Carvers, Japaners, &c. also for the Ladies, as Patterns for Working, and
Painting in Water-Colours; or Furniture for the Closet.
printed for J. Hazard at the Bible against Stationers-Hall ; R. Montagu in Queen-Street near
Drury-Lane ; W. Bickerton at Lord Bacon’s Head, and, and R. Chandler at the
Flower-de-Lace, without Temple-Bar ; and Caesar Ward at the Ship between the
Temple-Gates in Fleetstreet, 1732. [and later editions].

FLOWERS.
The Twelve following Drawing Books of Flowers are entirely Out-lines, for the more easy
comprehending of that agreeable Study of Flower Painting. Price 6d. Each. Sayer & Bennett,
1775.

FLOWERS OF SWEETEST FRAGRANCE. Painting Book.
[London? c1890].

FOOTSTEPS OF FLORA, or Art of Flower Painting rendered easy.
Hodgson & Co. [1823-4].

FRANCIA, Francois Louis Thomas. A Series of Progressive Lessons, intended to elucidate
the Art of Flower Painting in Water Colours.
Whittingham and Rowland for T. Clay. 1815. [and later editions].

FUGERON.
A new Book of Flowers. (2)

GARTSIDE, Mary. An Essay on Light and Shade, on Colours, on Composition in General.
Printed for the Author, by T. Davidson, and sold by T. Gardiner. 1805.

GARTSIDE, Mary. Ornamental Groups, Descriptive of Flowers, Birds, Shells, Fruit,
Insects, etc., and illustrative of a New Theory of Colouring, from designs and paintings by M.
Gartside. The whole engraved and coloured under her immediate inspection.
W. Bulmer for William Miller. 1808 [-11].

A GENUINE Collection of Flowers, on twelve copper plates, with out-lines and finished.
‘Drawing-Books from capital Drawings, well engraved in quarto, price one shilling each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

GLEADALL, Eliza Eve. The Beauties of Flora, with botanic and poetic illustrations; being a
selection of flowers drawn from nature, arranged emblematically with directions for
colouring them.
Published by Eliza Eve Gleadall at Heath Hall, Wakefield, [1834]- 1837.

HANBURY, Ada. Advanced Studies in Flower Painting. Reproduced from original
drawings, specially made for the work. With full directions for copying the examples,
general instructions on painting, and a description of each flower.
Blackie and Son. 1885.

HANBURY, Ada. Simple Lessons in Flower Painting: twelve facsimiles of original
water-colour drawings and numerous outline drawings of flowers, after various artists. With
full instructions for drawing and painting.
London: Blackie & Son Glasgow and Bombay, 1890.

HAREUX, Ernest. Practical Manual of Painting in Oil Colours. In Four Parts. Translated by
H.B. Hayes. Part I. Still life, flowers, fruit, and interiors.
George Rowney & Co. [1891].

HARRISON, Henry. Instructions for the Mixture of Water Colours, adapted to Harding's and
Other Styles of Miniature Painting; also to Landscape, Flower, and Fruit Painting; with the
elements of painting in water-colours: treated in a manner calculated to render the whole
easy to attainment in every capacity.
W. Harrison Isaacs ... sold by Simpkin and Marshall, 1830. [and later edition].

[HECKEL, Augustin.] The Lady's Drawing Book: consisting of about an hundred different
sorts of flowers, all drawn after nature, by A. Heckle. With a short introduction to drawing,
and directions for mixing and using of colours. Also, several proper and easy examples. The
whole adapted to engage the fair sex to a profitable improvement of their leisure-hours.
Printed for T. Bowles, in St. Paul's Church-Yard, 1753.

[HECKEL, Augustin]. Bowle's Drawing Book for Ladies; or complete florist: being an
extensive and curious collection of the most beautiful flowers, all drawn after nature by A.
Heckle. With a short introduction to drawing, and directions for mixing and using of colours.
Also several proper and easy examples. The whole adapted for the improvement of ladies in

needle-work.
Printed for Carington Bowles, in St. Paul's Church Yard. 1764. [and later editions].

[HECKEL, Augustin]. The Florist: Or, an extensive and curious collection of flowers, for the
imitation of young ladies, either in drawing, or in needle-work. 5 + (3)pp., 24 coloured
plates. J. Bowles & Son. 1759.

[HECKEL, Augustin]. A. [Flower [Four] arrangements in baskets] .
Printed for T. Bowles in St Pauls Church Yard. 1755.

[HECKEL, Augustin]. ["Six prints, being a select collection of the most beautiful flowers in
baskets, drawn after nature, by A. Heckell; intended , either for ornament, or for the
improvement of ladies in drawing or needle-work."] 6 plates.
R. Sayer. c1760.

HENDERSON, Peter Charles. The Seasons, or Flower Garden: being a selection of the most
beautiful flowers that blossom at the four seasons of the year, Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter. The whole carefully drawn from nature. With a description of each flower.
Together with: a Treatise: or, instructions for drawing and painting flowers, with general
observations on the art.
Published as the act directs, by R. Ackermann, Repository of Arts, Strand. Printed by G.
Hayden, Brydges Street, Covent Garden., 1806-1807.

HOLLAND, T. Flowers in Progressive Studies, drawn, lithographed, and coloured by T.
Holland, in six numbers.
[printed by Day and Haghe]. Ackermann & Co. 1841.

HOLLAR, Wenceslaus. (mis-attrib). A New Boock of Flowers & Fishes, Collected and
composed out of the best Authors. W. Hollar fecit.
Peter Stent in Gildspurr Street. 1662. [and later variations].

HULME, F. Edward. Flower Painting in Watercolours. First series.
Cassell, Petter and Galpin. 1881.

HULME, F. Edward. The Wild Flowers Drawing and Painting Book, etc.
Cassell & Co. 1895.

HUNTER, B. Six Progressive Lessons for Flower Painting, with letterpress directions for
drawing and colouring of flowers upon botanical principles.

Published by R. Ackermann, at his Repository of Arts, No. 101, Strand, printed by E.
Spragg. Jan 1, 1802. [and later edition].

JERRARD, Paul. Flower Painting in Twelve Progressive Lessons.
P. Jerrard. [1852].

JUNE, John. Delights of Flower Painting. In which is laid down the fundamental principles
of that delightful art. To which is annexed, a curious description of the manner in which fifty
of the most capital flowers are now finished by the several masters in that branch; Being an
Introduction to Paint all Sorts of Flowers, &c. to which is added a catalogue of the colours
proper for the execution of them, their names, qualities, and manner of preparing. The
second edition.
printed for D. Voisin, Printseller, in Middle-Row, Holborn. [1756].

KINGSTON, William. The Kingstonian System of Painting in Dry Colours after the Ancient
Grecian Method; a descriptive account is also given of the materials, and where they may be
purchased.
Weymouth: printed and sold for the author, by B. Benson. 1835.

LANGLEY, Batty & Thomas. A Set of Fruits and Flowers, drawn from nature, in the most
exquisite manner, and distinctly expressed, as large as the life, with the botanical terms or
appelations of the constituent parts of their roots, stalks, leaves, blossoms, fruit, seeds, &c
also their seasons, culture, aspects, &c making the most beautiful furniture for drawing
rooms, banqueting rooms, closets, &c. As also the most useful for Ladies delighting in
embroidery, painting, japanning, &c. being the best of the kind yet published. By Batty and
Thomas Langley. Neatly engraved on twelve copper plates, each sixteen inches by thirteen.
Price 12s and coloured after nature, 1l. 10s.
Sayer & Bennett, 1775. LVIII.

LAWRANCE, Mary. [also known as Mary Kearse]. A Collection of Roses from Nature.
published by Miss Lawrance. 1796-1799.

LAWRANCE, Mary. [also known as Mary Kearse]. [A Collection of Passion Flowers.]
London: Miss Lawrance, May 1799 - January 1802.

LAWRANCE, Mary. Groups of Flowers.
published by Mary Lawrance, Teacher of Botanical Drawing, No 86 Queen Ann Street, East
London, Nov 1 1800.

LAWRANCE, Mary. Sketches of Flowers from Nature.
to be had of M. Lawrance, Queen Ann-Street East; and all principal booksellers [1800] -

1801.

LE CLERC, Sébastien. The Youth’s Assistant in Drawing: or, a compleat drawing book.
Containing an extensive collection of examples, in all variety of subjects, for the
improvement of youth in the pleasant and useful art of drawing. [115-120 small flower
ornaments after De La Cour.]
for Tho. Bowles... and John Bowles and Son. 1759. [and later editions].

LEIGH, James M. [Drawing Book of] Flowers. plates?
R. Ackermann. c1840.

MACKINLAY, David.
COLLINS’ National Drawing Books. Designed by D. Mackinlay, Teacher of Drawing. [35 Flowers in Colours].
William Collins, Sons, & Company. c1870.

MIKEL, F. Fourteen Instructive Lessons for Flower-Painting with English and French
Letterpress.
R. Ackermann at his Repository of Arts, c1800.

MORIARTY, Henrietta M. Viridarium: Coloured plates of greenhouse plants, with the
Linnean names, and with concise rules for their culture.
W. Earle. 1806.

MORIARTY, Henrietta M. Fifty plates of greenhouse plants, drawn and coloured from
nature. With concise descriptions and rules for their culture. Intended also for the
improvement of young ladies in the art of drawing.
for the author. 1807.

MUCKLEY, William J. A Manual on Flower Painting in Oil Colours from Nature, with
instructions for preliminary practice; also a Section on Flower Painting in Water Colours, etc.
1875 [and later editions].

P.L. The English Academy. A Drawingbook. Containing variety of examples of the external
parts of men, women, and childrens bodies; with the shapes of several creatures frequently
used amongst heralds, gold-smiths, &c. Likewise the arts of drawing, etching, engraving in
coppe and wood, painting and limning: all being carefully performed. Wherein the aforesaid
arts are exemplified, with plain and easie directions to guide you to their attainment, with
much delight. Also the real method how to wash or colour globes, maps, pictures, landskips,
flowers, fruits, birds, beasts, fish and fowl. A vvork worthy acceptation of all those that are
friends to art, as, drawers embroiderers stone-cutters carvers goldsmiths needle-workers

gum-workers, &c. Performed according to the order of the first and most eminent masters of
proportion, viz. P.L. H.G. P.R. H,B
printed by H. Lloyd for Dixy Page, at the Anchor and Mariner on Fish-street-Hill near
London-Bridge, who buyeth all sorts of old-books, and maketh the best ink for records. 1672.

PAPER FLOWERS. The Hand Book on Making Paper Flowers, with plates of patterns of the
following flowers. I. The Rose. 2. The Garden Poppy. 3. The Hollyhock. 4. The Carnation.
5. The Convolvulus. 6. The China Aster. By Foster, Son, & Duncum, of 16, Wigmore
Street, Artificial Florists & Plumassiers, Importers & Manufacturers of materials used by
artificial flower makers. 7 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London.
248mm x 202mm. c1850.

PARKINSON, Thomas. Flower Painting Made Easy. Being a collection of correct outlines
after nature by Tho. Parkinson painter; and well engrav'd on 72 copper plates, whereby
persons wholly unacquainted with drawing may by the assistance of this work make beautiful
imitations of nature: the colours and rules for using are annexed.
printed for and sold by Robert Sayer, Map & Printseller at the Golden Buck near Serjeants
Inn in Fleet Street. [1751 or 1752].

PAYNE, John. Animalium Quadrupedum, avium, florum, fructuum, musearum et vermium
omnis generis verae delineationes in aees(sic) incisae. A booke of beast, birds, flowers,
fruits, flies and wormes, exactly drawne with their lively colours truly described.
Are to be sold by Roger Danell [sic], c1625.

PAYNE, John. Flora. Flowers, Fruicts, beastes, birds and flies exactly drawne with their
true colours lively described.
1645? [and later editions].

PEGG, William. Flowers from Nature. plates?
R. Ackermann. c1840.

PERKINS, Elizabeth E. (nee Steele). Elements of drawing and flower Painting in opaque
and transparent water-colours. By Mrs E.E. Perkins, Honored by the Especial Patronage of
Her Royal Highness the Duchess of Kent. (Folding facsimile letter from Sir John Corey, so
acknowledging, bound in, dated August 29, 1835, Norris Castle).
T. Hurst. 1834. [and later edition].

PERKINS, Elizabeth E. (nee Steele). The Elements of Botany, with Illustrations.
Thomas Hurst. 1837.

PHILLIPS, Giles Firman. The Art of Drawing and Painting simplified in a series of
examples of parts of the human figure.. with the most approved method of miniature
painting... to which is annexed the art of flower painting.
A.H. Baily & Co. 1840.

PILLEMENT, Jean. . A Collection of Flowers, by Pillement.
‘Drawing-Books from capital Drawings, well engraved in quarto, price one shilling each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

PILLEMENT, Jean. A Collection of Flowers, in select sprigs.
‘Drawing-Books from capital Drawings, well engraved in quarto, price one shilling each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.
Also... ditto from ditto

PILLEMENT, Jean. . Flowers in Nosegays, &c, by ditto.
‘Drawing-Books from capital Drawings, well engraved in quarto, price one shilling each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

PILLEMENT, Jean. Ditto in Baskets, &c from Pillement, Fenn, &c.
‘Drawing-Books from capital Drawings, well engraved in quarto, price one shilling each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

PILLEMENT, Jean. A New, Useful and Extensive Collection of the most beautiful Flowers,
for the imitation of young ladies, either in drawing or needle-work. Drawn after nature by J.
Pillement; engraved on twenty copper plates, price 6s. Sayer & Bennett 1775.

PILLEMENT, Jean. The Ladies Amusement; or, whole art of japanning made easy.
Illustrated in upwards of fifteen-hundred different designs, on two hundred copper plates; ...
drawn by Pillement and other masters, and excellently engraved. To which is added, in
letter-press, the most improved methods of japanning.
printed for Robert Sayer [1762?].

PRETTY, Edward. A Practical Essay on Flower Painting in Water Colours.
S. and J. Fuller. 1810. [and later edition].

RILEY, George. A Concise Treatise on the elementary principles of flower painting and

drawing in water colours, without the aid of a master; with instructions for mixing various
tints, embellished with a number of easy examples, delineated from nature: to which are
added instructions for painting on satin, silk, etc.
Printed by C. Spilsbury, Angel-Court, Snowhill, for George Rile, at the Juvenile Library, No
2, Charles-Street, Hatton-Garden, and sold by J. Harris ... and Messrs. Champante and
Whitrow, 1807.

RILEY, George. A New Practical Treatise on the art of flower painting, and drawing with
watercolours, for the amusement and instruction of all young ladies who have a taste for
drawing; particularly for those residing abroad, or in the country, who have not the advantage
of a skilful drawing master: accompanied by upwards of twenty plates, engraved from
original drawings; most of which have been coloured from the real flowers.
printed for G. Riley. 1813.

ROBERT. A New Book of Flowers.
“New and Curious Drawing Books, Six Leaves in each, are sold at Sixpence each.” Sayer &
Bennett, 1775.

ROBERTSON, Hannah. The Young Ladies School of Arts. Containing, a great variety of
practical receipts, in gum-flowers filligree japanning ... By Mrs Hannah Robertson. The
second edition, with large additions.
Edinburgh printed by Wal. Ruddiman junior, for Mrs. Robertson: sold by her, and by all the
booksellers in Scotland and England. 1767.

ROESSEL. [August Johann Rösel von Rosenhof] ‘A Collection of Curious Insects';
decorated with butterflies, moths, flowers, beetles, a caterpillar, cricket, and ladybird; the
insects framing the title in the centre; after Rösel; a plate in a stitched booklet of eight small
illustrations of various insects, forming a drawing book. "Hemerich Sculp".
Printed for Robt Sayer Print & Map Seller opposite Fetter Lane, Fleet Street. 1740-1760?

ROSENBERG, George F., Miss. A Guide to Flower Painting in Water Colours. With
illustrations.
published by George Rowney and Co. 1852. [and later editions].

SAYER, Robert. The Artists Vade Mecum; being the whole art of drawing taught in a new
work elegantly engraved on one hundred folio copper plates; Containing great variety of
examples in every branch of that noble art: as parts of the face, heads, hands, feet, academy,
antiques; and groupes of figures, beasts, birds, insects, flowers, fruit, shells, ornaments,
buildings, landscapes, &c. &c. &c. collected from the works of the greatest masters. To
which is prefixed, an essay on drawing: with introductory rules for the use of learners: in
which the first principles of that useful and noble art are explained in such manner that it
may be attained in a short time without a master.

Printed and published according to act of Parliament: and sold by R. Sayer, at the
Golden-Buck, in Fleet-Street. 1762. [and later editions].

SAYER, Robert. Small Bouquets of Flowers.
Printed for Robt Sayer No 53 Fleet Street. c1787.

SAYER, Robert. The Florist: containing sixty plates of the most beautiful flowers, regularly
disposed in their succession of blowing. To which is added an accurate description of their
colours, with instructions for drawing and painting them according to nature. Being a new
work, intended for the use and amusement of gentlemen and ladies delighting in that art.
printed for Robt. Sayer in Fleet Street, T. Bowles in St. Pauls Church Yd. & John Bowles &
Son, in Cornhil. n.d. c1764-1766. [and later editions and variants].

SILLETT. First principles of flower-drawing, in outline and india ink, by Sillett. Nos 1 and
II. Price 1s 6d each number.

SILLETT. Book with four coloured Outlines of Flowers, finished in the manner of drawings
by Sillett. Price 5s.

SILLETT, James. Grammar to Flower-Painting: being a concise, plain and easy method for
amateurs to attain the rudiments of the science without the help of a master. In ten plates,
coloured.
Norwich: Published by W. Freeman, printseller; : London : Sold by R. Ackermann, and all
printsellers in the United Kingdom.: Printed by L. Harrison, 373, Strand., 1826.

SMITH, Miss J. Studies of Flowers from Nature. This work will consist chiefly of a
selection of subjects from the choicest exotics, painted after nature, with a correct outline of
each and instructions for producing a facsimile of the finished drawing.
Doncaster: Printed for and sold by Miss Smith, Adwick Hall near Doncaster, [1818].

SOWERBY, James. An Easy Introduction to Drawing Flowers according to nature. By
James Sowerby. Originally designed for the use of his pupils.
The Author. [1788].

SOWERBY, James. A Botanical Drawing Book, or an easy introduction to drawing Flowers
according to Nature. Originally designed for the use of his pupils. The author having
experienced the want of a drawing-book sufficiently accurate to enable young beginners, who
are fond of felineating flowers, to distinguish the different parts absolutely necessary to
characterize each plant, he has been induced to offer a few designs to the public, in order to
facilitate botanical studies, and blend amusement with improvement. Second edition.
R. Taylor. [1807].

SYME, Patrick. Practical Directions for Learning Flower Drawing. Illustrated by coloured
drawings.
Edinburgh, for the Author. 1810. [and later edition].

TEN Lithographic Coloured Flowers, with botanical descriptions, drawn and coloured by a
lady.
Edinburgh: Published by David Brown, South St. Andrew Street. Printed from stone by R.H.
Nimmo, No. 1. St. David Street, 1826 - [1832].

TENIERS. A New Book of Flowers.

TESTOLINI, Gaetano. Rudiments of Drawing, shadowing, and colouring flowers in water
colours; contained in thirty six instructive lessons, illustrated by twenty-nine plates, from the
outline of a single leaf progressively to the completion of a fine group; intended for
beginners and students of this delightful art: with a description of colours used and the
method of mixing them.
Published by H.K. Causton for G. Testolini, 1818.

TIJOU. A New Book of Flowers, by Tijou., and “second Part”.

TOWNSHEND, Barbara Anne. Introduction to the Art of Cutting Groups of Figures,
Flowers, Birds, &c, in Black Paper.
Printed for Edward Orme. [1815-1816].

TOWNSHEND, Barbara Anne. Sibyl-leaves, or, Drawing room scraps: consisting of groups
of figures, flowers, vases, birds, butterflies, &c.: presenting a variety of studies in the art of
cutting out black paper, for the instruction and amusement of young ladies.
Adolphus Richter. 1836.

VERE FOSTER'S Drawing Copy Books. c1870. pt. D. Leaves & simple flowers -- pt. E.
Wild flowers -- pt. F. Wild flowers, Colored -- pt. G. Garden flowers, &c. -- pt. H. Garden
flowers, &c..

VERE FOSTER'S Advanced Water-Color Drawing. Highly finished chromograph plates.
Flowers (in Water-Colors) Nos 1, and 4.
Marcus Ward and Co. c1870.

VINCENT, Madame Henriette Antoinette. The Elements of Flower and Fruit Painting,
illustrated with engravings by T.L. Busby from studies after nature by Madame Vincent.
G. Sidney for R. Ackermann at his Repository of Arts. 1814.

VINCENT, Madame Henriette Antoinette. Studies of Fruit and Flowers, painted from
nature, and engraved by T.L. Busby, printed in colours by B. M'Queen.
Ackermann. 1814.

WATTAU’S Figures, in four Prints, neatly engraved. 1. A Polish Lady. 2. A French Dancer.
3. A Spanish Lady, playing on the Guitar. 4. The High German Doctor.
A new Book of Flowers.
“New and Curious Drawing Books, Six Leaves in each, are sold at Sixpence each.” Sayer &
Bennett, 1775.

WHITTOCK, Nathaniel. The Youth's New London Self-Instructing Drawing-Book, in
Colours, comprising a series of progressive lessons, in the art of drawing and colouring
landscapes, marine views, picturesque architecture, animals, fruit, flowers, shells, rustic
figures, etc. With practical directions in the art of painting miniatures and portraits from life.
G. Virtue. 1836.

WHITTOCK, Nathaniel. The Art of Drawing and Colouring from Nature, Flowers, Fruit,
and Shells; to which is added correct directions for preparing the most brilliant colours for
painting on velvet, with the mode of using them; also, the new method of Oriental Tinting.
I.T. Hinton. 1829. [and later editions].

THE YOUNG ARTIST. A suite of 8 lithograph plates, in pairs, each with two illustrations of
flowers. One plate coloured, the other originally left plain for the student to complete, but
here very neatly hand coloured. In original decorative wrappers, with the printed monogram
JS at the foot of the front cover. With the name Constance M. Christian, 1865 written on the
inner front wrapper.
170mm x 210mm. c1865.

YOUNG ARTIST’S ASSISTANT, a New Drawing Book; containing full instructions for
drawing and colouring, birds, beasts, flowers, landscapes, shipping, the human figure, shells,
insects, &c &c.
published at 36, Bowling Green Lane, Clerkenwell. c1826.

THE YOUNG LADIES' DRAWING BOOK, or, complete instructor in drawing and
colouring flowers, fruit, & shells; with directions for purchasing and using all the materials
connected with that pleasing art.
E. Wallis. Printed in Dover by W. Batcheller. [1832].

